DOCTOR PERSONA, “En un mundo enorme”
--big songs in a small disc-"En un mundo enorme", the new album by DOCTOR PERSONA, is a vital project, and tenacious of
four musicians from Madrid, a tiny and huge bet while immersed in a huge world and a time that is
determined to make us vulnerable and insignificant. Six direct songs, this time devoid of electronics
and synths, with a much more guitar and more forceful sound without losing the pop essence of the
band.
Just some lines that invite immediately listen to the album ... the third by DOCTOR PERSONA after a
first EP "3 Comprimidos Musicales" and the CD "Doctor Persona" of 2010.
DOCTOR PERSON since 2007 Work will take the indie scene, playing in many scenarios, garnering
rave reviews, which helps them to have a good number of followers throughout the Community of
Madrid.
For those who still do not know, can serve as benchmarks some of their favorite bands: Los Planetas,
Los Piratas, Maga, Lori Meyers, Iván Ferreiro and although they did not mention if there are those
who have been found Vestusta Morla connection points.

Songs with clear intention to shed pop rock
DOCTOR PERSONA say that "In our songs there is a clear intention to be seen pop through the
simplicity of the melodies and lyrics, but their sound and approach arrangements suggests a rock
slope is shown especially in the direct, more powerful and noisy. "
And regarding Direct has written: "Samu Mimbrero interprets songs with texts that often resort to
metaphor, accompanied by guitars and bass repeating chords and hypnotic rhythms, strained by a
battery that crescendo, which gives emotional intensity some catchy songs and elaborate, in its
apparent simplicity compositional "

REGLAS DEL JUEGO
"EN UN MUNDO ENORME" is an album "concentrate". They are only six songs, or put another way:
Six perfect pop songs left wanting to hear more, to see them live, to take it home. It is engraved in
Madrid Idemm Studies with Markos Liviano production, which also put keyboards on "El arte de saber
retirarse"
"REGLAS DEL JUEGO" is the song chosen as the presentation of his new stage.
DOCTOR PERSONA are: Samu Mimbrero : voice & guitar, David Elvira : guitar & chorus, Alberto
Sierra : bass, & Luis Oeo : drums.
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